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One-dimensional C- and X-band as well as two-dimensional X- are governed by a significant isotropic hfi (5–7 MHz) lead-
band ESEEM experiments were performed on the complex oxo- ing to dominating double-quantum features. In addition, at
bis(2-methylquinolin-8-olato) vanadium(IV) in frozen solution. A the orientation-selection positions close to the ‘‘single-crys-
14N ESEEM simulation strategy based on initial first- and second- tal-like’’ conditions, the lines from single-quantum transi-
order perturbation analysis of peak positions in orientationally tions as well as the combination peaks in two-pulse spectra
selected ESEEM spectra is presented. The constraint parameters

are usually well pronounced. Dikanov et al. (16) derivedextracted enable one to reduce the number of free fitting parame-
the second-order analytical expressions for this set of experi-ters for each nitrogen from 10 to 4. These are the a, b resp. the
mental features unlimited by any restrictions on the relativef, u Euler angles of the NQI and the HFI tensor defined in the
orientation of nitrogen hyperfine and quadrupole tensors andcoordinate system of the axial g tensor. The local symmetry of the
the applied magnetic field. The application of these expres-complex allows one to reduce the number of free parameters to

two angles only. Subsequently, a grid search in the remaining sions to the analysis of the frequency positions of the
Euler space produced the starting parameters for the final fit of ESEEM signals provides reliable starting values or con-
the 14N hyperfine and quadrupole tensors. The anisotropic nitrogen straints for hyperfine and quadrupole parameters which sig-
hyperfine interaction tensor was found to be strongly nonaxial nificantly simplify the final fitting of the experimental data.
(0.06, 0.51,00.57) MHz with the components significantly smaller As a result of such analysis, the determination of the hyper-
than the isotropic hyperfine constant 06.18 MHz. In contrast, the

fine and quadrupole tensors of the coordinating histidinequadrupole tensor with K Å 0.58 MHz is close to axial (h Å 0.13) .
nitrogen in VO2/-substituted D-xylose isomerase was re-These tensors share the principal axis normal to the ligand plane
ported (16) . These tensors have provided a comprehensive(as imposed by the local symmetry) . The axes in the ligand plane
magnetic resonance picture of the electronic and geometricalare, however, rotated 507 with respect to each other. The orienta-

tion of the quadrupole tensor axes correlate within 107 with the structure of nitrogen coordination in an oxovanadium com-
orientation of the ligand plane following from the X-ray structure. plex.
q 1998 Academic Press The NMR, ENDOR, and ESEEM data obtained for nitro-

gen quadrupole tensors in L-histidine monochloride monohy-
drate and Cu2/-doped L-histidine monochloride monohy-
drate single crystals show that the principal directions ofINTRODUCTION
the quadrupole tensor are mainly connected with the ligand
molecule itself and thus can be effectively used to character-The characterization of nitrogen-coordinated oxovana-
ize the ligand orientation in the complex (19–22) . Thisdium complexes in inorganic (1–9) and biological systems
conclusion needs further experimental verification before be-(10–18) using advanced EPR techniques has been a subject
ing applied to the complexes of other metals. The availableof interest for many years. It has been demonstrated that
single-crystal structure for the complex of oxobis(2-methyl-through the measurement of ESEEM spectra at orientation-
quinoline-8-olato) vanadium(IV) (VO2/-(meox)2) (23)selective positions in the anisotropic EPR spectra, the type
allows one to perform such analysis of the magnetic reso-of coordination and nature of the nitrogen-containing ligands
nance data for the case of a nitrogen-coordinated oxovana-can be determined.
dium. In Fig. 1 the crystal structure of VO(meox)2 is de-The anisotropy of the hyperfine interaction (hfi) of the
picted in different projections, revealing the orientation ofdirectly coordinated equatorial nitrogen in VO2/ is usually

quite small (few tenths of a megahertz) and ESEEM spectra the VO-bonding axis in the ligand plane.
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296 REIJERSE, TYRYSHKIN, AND DIKANOV

coordinate system. Finally, the correspondence between the
crystal structure and the orientation of principal axes of the
nitrogen quadrupole tensor obtained by ESEEM in frozen
solution is verified.

EXPERIMENTAL

The complex VO(meox)2 was prepared according to a litera-
ture procedure (23). The experiments were performed on fro-
zen solutions of VO(meox)2 in a 50/50 mixture of CH2Cl2

and toluene. The C-band (7.140 GHz) two-pulse ESEEM spec-
tra were recorded on a homebuilt electron spin echo spectrome-
ter (24). The X-band ESEEM and HYSCORE spectra were
measured on a Bruker ESP380 FT-EPR spectrometer. All ex-
periments were performed at 20 K. For the HYSCORE experi-
ments the following four-step phase cycling scheme was used
to cancel unwanted echo crossings: p/2[/x] – p/2[/x] – p
[ph1] –p/2[ph2] –echo[asg1] with ph1 Å [/y / y 0 y 0 y],
ph2 Å [/x 0 x / x 0 x], and asg1 Å [/a 0 a / a 0 a].
Specific information on pulse lengths is provided in the figure
legends.

The two-pulse ESEEM time-domain traces were treated
with a rigorous background correction procedure: First the
logarithm was taken from the normalized time domain (zero
baseline) . This results in a virtually linear decay. This was
fitted with a first-order polynomial or a cubic spline. The
log(background) was subtracted. Finally, the time domain
was reconstructed by taking the exponential of the remainder
and subtracting a value of 1. This procedure effectively di-
vides the modulation pattern by the (exponential) back-
ground decay, thus giving a substantial resolution enhance-

FIG. 1. Structure of the complex VO(meox)2 in three projections indi- ment. More important, it allows one to compare the ‘‘abso-cating the polar angles of the VO unit with respect to the quinoline ligand
lute’’ modulation intensities ( i.e., normalized to theplanes.
unmodulated part of the echo) with the corresponding spec-
tral simulations. Prior to zero filling, Fourier transform (FT),
and phase correction, the time domain signal (both experi-The aim of the present work includes the report of 1D C-
mental and simulated) was treated with a Hamming window.band and X-band ESEEM experiments as well as 2D X-band

Spectral simulations (two-pulse ESEEM and HYSCORE)HYSCORE experiments on VO2/(meox)2 in frozen solution.
were performed using dedicated home-written softwareThe second-order contribution to the 14N ESEEM spectra is
based upon the Mims expressions for two-pulse ESEEMstudied over a range of Zeeman frequencies from 0.623 to
(25, 26) and the HYSCORE expressions derived by Shane1.274 MHz which is significantly broader than that reported
et al. (27) . In the two-pulse ESEEM simulations two nucleiin the previous study (16). The initial analysis of the 1D and
were included with interaction tensors respecting the twofold2D ESEEM spectra in the regime of strong hyperfine coupling
symmetry axis of the complex (i.e., the V|O bondingis based on the second-order estimation of 6 out of the 10
axis) .interaction parameters. We demonstrate the use of the second-

order expressions in a systematic scanning of the parameter
space for the hyperfine and quadrupole tensors of the directly RESULTS
coordinating 14N nuclei in VO(meox)2. It is shown, in partic-
ular, that the extension of the X-band experiments to C-band The echo-induced EPR spectrum at 20 K (Fig. 2) is typi-

cal of axially coordinated VO complexes. The dominatingexperiments and two-dimensional spectroscopy supplies addi-
tional information and accuracy in the determination of the HFI of 51V (I Å 7/2) provides the main contribution to the

anisotropic lineshapes in the spectrum. This spectrum hasinitial parameters. This analysis leads to the determination
of the hyperfine and quadrupole tensor of the equatorially been analyzed using a second-order fitting program (28)

producing the following interaction parameters: Axx , Ayy Åcoordinated nitrogens and their orientation in the g-tensor
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297DETERMINATION OF NITROGEN QUADRUPOLE AND HYPERFINE TENSORS

FIG. 2. Echo-induced EPR spectrum of VO(meox)2 at X band. Microwave frequency Å 9.7492 GHz; two-pulse sequence: 16/24 ns, t Å 124 ns.
The dotted line represents spectral simulation with parameters g⊥ Å 1.97, g\ Å 1.944, Axx Å 60.38, Ayy Å 54.40, and Azz Å 174.42 G.

55.5, 50.0 1 1004 cm01 , Azz Å 158.2 1 1004 cm01 , gxx Å four narrow lines of negative amplitude which are interpreted
as the sum and difference combinations of the double-quan-gyy Å 1.97, gzz Å 1.944. These values are virtually identical

to the results of Collison et al. (29) determined in a single tum (13.6, 2.34 MHz) and single-quantum (6.77, 1.20 MHz)
transitions. These features are indicated in the spectra ascrystal.

The positions at which ESEEM spectra were recorded are dd/, dd0, ss/, and ss0, respectively. All these peaks except
the ss0 feature are also observed in the high-field \ spectrumindicated as \ for the parallel orientation-selection region, ⊥

for the perpendicular orientation-selection positions, and at C band (not shown). Similar sets of basic and combina-
tion lines are observed in the \ spectra recorded at X band.‘‘P’’ for the nonorientation-selective (powder) feature. The

two-pulse ESEEM spectra corresponding to the three indi- The values of the frequencies and their assignment are listed
in Table 1a.cated positions at the lower fields are displayed in Fig. 3a

(C band) and Fig. 3b (X band). Due to the relatively long The two-pulse ESEEM spectra measured at the ⊥ and P
positions show distinct broadening of the spectral compo-transverse relaxation times and the rigorous background cor-

rection procedure, the two-pulse FT spectra are exceptionally nents as compared to the corresponding features at the \
positions. Nevertheless, these spectra are also dominated bywell resolved, especially at the \ position. For instance, the

C-band spectrum recorded at a field of 2028 G (nitrogen the double-quantum transitions and the ss/ combination
line, which, at these nonselective positions, becomes evenZeeman frequency 0.623 MHz) contains five well-pro-

nounced components with positive amplitude at the frequen- more intense. These components have a rather symmetric
form in X band and are somewhat distorted in the C-bandcies 2.10, 3.50, 4.60, 5.64, and 8.04 MHz ({0.02 MHz)

which are interpreted as a superposition of two triplets 8.04, spectra. This may be due to the smaller splittings between
the spectral components at C band leading to stronger dead4.60, 3.44 MHz and 5.64, 3.54, 2.10 MHz of six nitrogen

nuclear spin transitions from two electron spin manifolds time artifacts in the cosine FT. The specific property of all
C-band spectra is the intense narrow dd0 feature. At X band(Table 1a). On changing the magnetic field to 3238 G (nI

Å 0.996 MHz) these two triplets are expected to appear at this line is located very close to the dq0 peak and its inten-
sity may be masked by the partial overlap. The assigned ⊥8.79, 4.98, 3.82 MHz and 4.89, 3.16, 1.72 MHz, respectively;

these values correspond well to the five experimentally ob- spectral features and their positions are listed in Table 1b.
Additional information on the anisotropy of the nitrogenserved lines 8.72, 4.88, 3.78, 3.13, and 1.71 MHz in the C-

band spectrum at the high-field \ position (spectrum not hyperfine and quadrupole interactions can be obtained from
HYSCORE experiments (24, 27, 30) . This 2D four-pulseshown). Additionally, the \ spectrum at 2028 G contains
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298 REIJERSE, TYRYSHKIN, AND DIKANOV

FIG. 3. Primary cosine FT ESEEM experiments on VO(meox)2 at C band (a) and X band (b). Experimental conditions: C band: microwave
frequency Å 7.140 GHz; pulse sequence, 30 ns– t–60 ns–echo. Step interval Å 20 ns, 256 points acquired in 32 scans, 10 echoes per point. Field
settings: \, 2028 G; ⊥, 2459 G; P, 2534 G. X band: microwave frequency Å 9.580 GHz, pulse sequence, 24 ns– t–32 ns–echo. Step interval Å 8 ns.
Field settings: \, 2927 G; ⊥, 3365 G; P, 3429 G. 256 points acquired in 20 scans, 10 echoes per point. The dashed curves represent the simulations using
the best-fit parameters as indicated in Table 2.

ESEEM experiment creates cross-correlations ({nia(b ) , ridges have the nicest shape at the shortest t of 124 ns,
while for the other values the ridges are distorted by blind{njb(a ) ) between the nuclear frequencies from opposite elec-

tron spin manifolds. The HYSCORE experiment is sensitive spots (31) . These spectra are typical for nitrogen-coordi-
nated oxovanadium complexes (9, 24, 27) and they allowto the relative signs of correlated frequencies. Therefore, the

2D spectra are typically represented by two quadrants (//) the assignment of each correlation feature.
The 2D correlation features can be labeled analogouslyand (/0) . The intensities of the peaks with the same fre-

quency coordinates in the (//) and (/0) quadrants are to the combination lines in the two-pulse ESEEM experi-
ments, i.e., ‘‘ss/ /ss0’’ for the sum/difference frequenciesusually different depending on the relative magnitudes of

the Zeeman interaction, the hyperfine interaction, and the of the single-quantum transition, and ‘‘dd0’’ for the differ-
ence double-quantum combination. As was discussed byquadrupole interaction. As the hyperfine coupling increases,

the strongest HYSCORE peaks shift from the (//) to the Reijerse and Dikanov (32) and Höfer (31) , the projections
of the correlation features on the main (positive) diagonal(/0) quadrant.

In Fig. 4 the HYSCORE spectra at the ⊥ position are mark the frequency positions of the two-pulse combination
lines. The projections on the frequency ordinate axis (aspresented for three different t values. Clearly, the correlation
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299DETERMINATION OF NITROGEN QUADRUPOLE AND HYPERFINE TENSORS

TABLE 1a tions, the vanadium HFI anisotropy is contained in a
Peak Analysis of \ ESEEM Spectra ‘‘pseudo’’ g tensor since it is relevant only for modeling the

effect of orientation selection. The problem is thus reduced
C band X band to an S Å 1

2, I Å 1 case.
In the strong field approximation, the electron spin is2028 3238 2927 4144B field [G]:

quantized along the vector n Å krg/geff , where k is the0.623 0.9958 0.900 1.274nI [MHz]:

direction of the external magnetic field (B) . The individual
s/(1) 3.44 3.78 3.61 3.87 14N interactions for the two electron spin projections can
s/(2) 4.60 4.88 5.32 now be collected into a sub-Hamiltonian:dq/ 8.04 8.72 8.53 9.13
s0(1) 2.10 1.71 1.81 1.64
s0(2) 3.54 3.13 3.24 2.88 H{ Å {1

2nrArI / IrQrI 0 g\BrI . [2]
dq0 5.64 4.88 5.07 4.40
ss/ 6.77 6.82 6.83 6.85
ss0 1.20 The eigenvectors and eigenvalues of Eq. [2] are used to
dd/ 13.6 13.6 13.6 13.6 simulate the 1D and 2D ESEEM spectra (25–27) . Actually,
dd0 2.34 3.78 3.42 4.83

the 14N hyperfine and quadrupole interactions in an axialA\ 6.41 6.47 6.47 6.48
EPR system like that of VO2/ are completely described byA(2) 1.20 0.97 0.97 0.93

3Q\ 1.44 1.42 1.4 1.2 10 parameters, i.e., the principle values of both tensors and
Qq Å K2(3 / h2) their orientation relative to the principal axis of the axial g

[MHz2] 1.37 1.14 1.13 1.05 tensor. These include 6 parameters for the hyperfine tensor
(a , the isotropic hyperfine constant; T1 and T2 , the first two
anisotropic principal components; f, u, and c, the Euler
angles) and 4 parameters for the quadrupole tensor (K Å

shown in Fig. 4) give the lineshapes of the basic frequencies, e 2qQ /4h is the quadrupole coupling constant; h is the asym-
largely undistorted by the dead time. metry coefficient; a and b are two Euler angles) . The third

From nine pairs of possible correlation features, only two angle g characterizing the orientation of the quadrupole ten-
elongated ridges [sq/(1) , sq0(1)] and [sq/(2) , sq0(2)] sor is irrelevant in an axial EPR system, and will be set to
between [4.0–6.0, 0.5–2.0] MHz, labeled ‘‘ss/’’, have ap- zero.
preciable intensity in the (//) quadrant. We use the nota-

Second-order nitrogen frequencies. To first order the en-tion [sq/(1) , sq0(1)] to denote the pair of cross peaks
ergy levels described by the Hamiltonian (2) are given bywith coordinates [sq/(1) , sq0(1)] and [sq0(1) , sq/(1)] .

Another three correlation features are visible in the (/0)
En Å {1

2AnmI / Qn(3
2m

2
I 0 1) 0 nImI , [3]quadrant. Here, the highest intensity occurs for the correla-

tion between the double-quantum transitions [{dq/ ,|dq0] ,
labeled as ‘‘dd0’’. The other set of correlations is due to the where An and Qn are the effective HFI and NQI splitting
single-quantum transitions: [sq/(1) , sq0(2)] and [sq/(2) , along the direction of the magnetic field. It is assumed that
sq0(1)] . These features are labeled as ‘‘ss0’’. There are k and n coincide. Using the notation of Eq. [3] , the second-
also weak indications of correlations between the double-
quantum and single-quantum transitions of both manifolds.
These, however, do not lead to interpretable features in 1D

TABLE 1bor 2D ESEEM.
Peak Analysis of ⊥ ESEEM Spectra

ANALYSIS C-band X-band

Spin Hamiltonian. The spin Hamiltonian describing the 2459 2579 3481B field [G]:
0.7562 0.793 1.071nI [MHz]:electron-nitrogen magnetic interactions in an external mag-

netic field is expressed as
dq/(av) 7.92 7.92 8.52
dq0(av) 4.74 4.98 4.49
ss0 1.46 1.58H Å bBrgrS / ∑

2

iÅ1

[SrAirIi / IirQirIi 0 g\BrIi ] ,
ss/(min) 5.5 5.5
ss/(max) 6.6 6.5

[1] dd0 2.81 2.95 4.04
dd/(calc) 12.66 12.9 13.01
A⊥(av) 5.91 6.02 6.15where Ai and Qi are the HFI and NQI of the coordinating
A(2)(av) 1.16 1.18 0.95

quinoline nitrogens in the complex. In the spectral simula-
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300 REIJERSE, TYRYSHKIN, AND DIKANOV

FIG. 4. Experimental (Exp) and simulated (Sim) HYSCORE spectra of VO(meox)2 at X band. The magnetic field was positioned at the ⊥ position.
Experimental conditions: microwave frequency Å 9.7492 GHz; pulse sequence, 80 ns (p /2) – t–80 ns(p /2) –T1–48 ns(p) –T2–80 ns(p /2) – t–echo;
128 1 128 points in 32-ns steps. Spectral simulations using the best-fit parameters as indicated in Table 2. The correlation features are indicated using
the same labels as in Fig. 3. Spectra are labeled as follows: (A) Experiment with t Å 136 ns; (B) simulation corresponding to (A); (C) experiment
with t Å 200 ns; (D) simulation corresponding to (C); (E) experiment with t Å 480 ns; and (F) simulation corresponding to (E).

order frequencies of the nitrogen nuclear spin transitions are other. The second-order frequencies of the combination fea-
tures can now conveniently be derived:expressed as

n (1,2)
sq/ Å An

2
0 nI {

3
2

Qn /
A (2) { Q (2)

An 0 2nI

nss/ Å n (1,2)
sq/ / n (2,1)

sq0 Å An /
AnA (2) | 2nIQ

(2)

2(A 2
n /4 0 n 2

I )

n (1,2)
sq0 Å An

2
/ nI {

3
2

Qn /
A (2) { Q (2)

An / 2nI

nss0 Å n (1,2)
sq/ 0 n (1,2)

sq0 Å 2nI 0
A (2) { Q (2)

(A 2
n /4 0 n 2

I )

ndq(a,b) Å An | 2nI /
A (2)

An /2 | nI

, [4] ndd/ Å ndq/ / ndq0 Å 2An /
AnA (2)

(A 2
n /4 0 n 2

I )

where ndd0 Å ndq/ 0 ndq0 Å 4nI 0
2nIA

(2)

(A 2
n /4 0 n 2

I )
. [6]

A (2) Å 1
4

(T 2
np / T 2

nq) / K 2(3 / h 2) 0 3
4

Q 2
n It will be clear that, in case the second-order theory is appli-

cable, the ss0 and dd0 frequencies have very little anisot-
ropy (only to second order) . This explains the appearanceQ (2) Å 3(QnpTnp / QnqTnq) . [5]
of the narrow peaks near 2nI and 4nI in all two-pulse ESEEM
spectra (Fig. 3) . The ss/ and dd/ lines as well as the dqThe matrix T represents the anisotropic part of the HFI. n

represents the orientation of the external magnetic field; and lines are broadened already to first order by the HFI aniso-
tropy. Still they are readily observed in most spectra. Thep and q are two orientations perpendicular to n and to each
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FIG. 4—Continued
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302 REIJERSE, TYRYSHKIN, AND DIKANOV

(Q1 0 Q2) /Q3 for the NQI principal values, it will reducesq lines (n (1,2)
sq{ ) , however, are affected by both HFI and NQR

toanisotropy, leading to complete broadening except in the \
orientation-selective spectra. In the latter ones all lines are
beautifully resolved! Q\ Å K{(3 0 h cos 2a)sin2b 0 2}. [10]

Analysis of the \ ESEEM spectra. The above expres-
Note that in these expressions the convention of Messiahsions are directly applicable to the quantitative analysis
(33) was used for the Euler angles, i.e., R(a, b, g) Åof the ESEEM spectra recorded at the \ positions. The
Rz(g)rRy(b)rRz(a) in passive rotations (i.e., rotation ofhyperfine coupling A\ and second-order term A ( 2 ) can be
the coordinate system) and Dlab Å RrDPrincipalrR01 . There-calculated from the frequencies of the double-quantum
fore, the expressions deviate slightly from those publishedtransitions:
by Dikanov et al. (16) .

Analysis of the ⊥ ESEEM spectra. Although the single-
A\ Å

2nIndd/

8nI 0 ndd0
quantum transitions in the ⊥ spectra are broadened beyond
detection, the double-quantum and combination lines are
still well resolved. Some relevant frequency values extractedA (2) Å (4nI 0 ndd0)(A 2

\ /4 0 n 2
I )

2nI

. [7]
from these spectra are summarized in Table 1b. The values
for A⊥(av) and A (2) were calculated using Eq. [7] . The basic
dq{ and combination ss/ features allow one to estimate theThe ndq{ frequencies can be easily determined from the 1D
anisotropy of the HFI matrix in the ⊥ plane. The extremeESEEM spectra or from the cross peaks in the HYSCORE
values of A⊥ are expressed asspectra. The effective quadrupolar splitting Q\ can, in princi-

ple, be estimated from the second-order corrected frequen-
A⊥(1, 2) Å a 0 1

2T\ { Rcies of the single-quantum transitions:

R Å 1
4{[03(T1 / T2)sin2u / (T1 0 T2)

D/ Å n (1)
sq/ 0 n (2)

sq/ Å 3Q\ /
Q (2)

A\ /2 / nI
1 cos 2f(1 / cos2u)]2

/ 4(T1 0 T2) 2sin22f cos2u}1/2 . [11]
D0 Å n (1)

sq0 0 n (2)
sq0 Å 3Q\ /

Q (2)

A\ /2 0 nI

. [8]
Both the dq{ and the ss/ lineshapes are driven mainly by
HFI anisotropy (Eqs. [5] and [6]) , and parameter R can be

As it turns out in most cases, the positions of the single- directly obtained from the ⊥ spectra as it is related to the
quantum ( \ ) transitions cannot be determined to suf- extreme positions (bandwidth) of the dq{/ss/ lineshapes
ficient accuracy to allow determination of the Q ( 2 ) param- (Fig. 3) . The values in Table 1b suggest a bandwidth (2R)
eter. Therefore, the Q\ values are estimated using first- for the C-band ss/ feature of about 1 MHz. The lineshapes
order analysis ( i.e., neglecting the term Q ( 2 ) / (A\ { 2nI ) . of the X-band ss/ features seem to be more narrow (0.7
Q\ can now be combined with the A (2 ) parameter (Eq. MHz). Also the dq/ and dq0 features both in C and in X
[ 5] ) to calculate a starting value for the quadrupolar pa- band suggest a smaller value. The 2D HYSCORE spectra
rameter Qq Å K 2 ( 3 / h 2 ) . The nonsecular contribution give an independent way of estimating the anisotropy param-
of the HFI ( (T 2

np / T 2
nq ) / 4 ) can be neglected in our case eter R . The projection of the ss/ correlation feature on the

( 7, 16 ) . main diagonal as well as the width of the dd0 correlation
In Table 1a, along with the experimental frequencies ob- ridges leads to a bandwidth (2R) of around 0.8 MHz. There-

served in the \ ESEEM spectra of VO(meox)2 , the ‘‘con- fore, R Å 0.4 MHz was used as a starting value in the final
straint parameters’’ (A\ , A (2) , Q\ , Qq) derived for this orien- fitting procedure.
tation (using Eqs. [5] , [7] , and [8]) are summarized. The isotropic contribution, a , to the hyperfine interaction

The first-order hyperfine splitting (A\) along the gz axis can be estimated from the A\ value (Table 1a) and the aver-
can be expressed in terms of the tensor principal values and age A⊥ value listed as A⊥(av) in Table 1b. Taking the mean
the Euler angles: values A\ Å 6.45 MHz and A⊥(av) Å 6.03 MHz, we arrive

at a starting value a Å 6.17 MHz. In principle, the value for
A (2) (av) in Table 1b can be used to calculate Qq using Eq.A\ Å a / T\ Å a / 1

2 sin2u{3(T1 / T2)
[5] . If we assume an average value for Q⊥ of Q\ /2 Å 0.23

/ cos 2f(T1 0 T2)} 0 (T1 / T2) . [9] MHz, we arrive at Qq Å 1.14, which is very much in the
range of the values in Table 1a.

A set of equations analogous to Eq. [11] is available forThe expression for Q\ is analogous and, using the familiar
notation in terms of K Å e 2qQ / (4h) Å 01/2(Q3) and h Å the effective quadrupole splitting in the ⊥ plane:
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T⊥(x) Å 0 T\

2
/ R cos 2(x / c 0 c0)

cos(2co) Å {3(T1 / T2)sin2u

0 (T1 0 T2)cos 2f (cos2u / 1)}/

{2 sin 2f cos u(T1 0 T2)}

Q⊥(x) Å 0 Q\

2
/ J cos 2(x / g 0 g0) [13]

cot(2g0) Å 0 3 sin2b / h cos 2a(cos2 b / 1)
2h sin 2a cos b

.

Since the EPR spectrum has virtual axial anisotropy, only
the relative orientation Dx Å Ég 0 g0 0 c / c0É of the A
and Q tensor in the ⊥ plane is relevant. In Fig. 5 a schematic
presentation is given for the relationship between Dx and
the ss/ correlation features. The correlations are patterns
formed by a set of coordinates (n (1)

sq/ , n (2)
sq0) and (n (2)

sq/ ,
n (1)

sq0) calculated using only the first-order contributions in
Eqs. [4] and [13]. For angles Dx Å 07 or 907 the patterns
are simplified to narrow ridges. In this case, the angles with
the positive diagonal represent the ratio between the R and
J parameters. For angles other than 07 or 907 the ridges open
up to give ellipsoids with varying angles with respect to
the diagonal. In the experimental HYSCORE spectrum, the
rather broad ss/ correlation ridge shows a distinct splitting,
suggesting a Dx value below 187 or above 727. Although
the ss/ feature is much less affected by dead time artifacts
than the single-quantum lines in the 1D ESEEM experi-
ments, the lineshapes in the 2D frequency domain are not

FIG. 5. Schematic representation of the ss/ 2D correlation features in well defined and an accurate estimation of the Dx value is
the ⊥ HYSCORE spectrum as dependent on the Dx angle between the axis

not possible. For the same reason the J parameter extractedof maximum HFI and maximum NQI in the ⊥ plane. The lines in the 2D
from the projections of the ss/ feature would suffer from afrequency domain connect the (na , nb) coordinates calculated in first order

(Eq. [13]) while varying the angle (x) of the B field through the xy plane. large experimental error. Therefore, it was decided not to
First-order parameters: A⊥(av) Å 5.9 MHz, Q⊥(av) Å 0.3 MHz, R Å 0.3 attempt an estimation for J since, moreover, it is not required
MHz, and J Å 0.8 MHz. for our fitting strategy (see below). For Dx a starting value

of 207 was taken, as indicated in Table 2.

Q⊥(1, 2) Å 01
2Q\ { J

TABLE 2
J Å 1

2K{[3 sin2b / h cos 2a(1 / cos2b)]2

Summary of Constraint Parameters and Starting Values

/ 4h 2sin22a cos2b}1/2 . [12]
First- or Second- Recalculated from fit

Parameter order estimation values (Table 3)
Unfortunately, there is no spectral feature in the 1D spectra

A\ 06.45 { 0.03 MHz 06.55 MHzfrom which this parameter can be directly determined. The
A(2) 1.00 { 0.10 MHz2 0.87 MHz2ss/ correlation ridges in the HYSCORE spectra provide, in
Q\ 0.46 { 0.03 MHz 00.56 MHzprinciple, a handle on the simultaneous estimation of the R
Qq 1.15 { 0.10 MHz2 1.01 MHz2

and J parameters. In addition, they yield information about A⊥(av) 6.03 { 0.05 MHz 6.00 MHz
the relative orientation of the HFI and NQI tensors in the ⊥ R 0.40 { 0.10 MHz 0.30 MHz

a 6.17 { 0.10 MHz 6.18 MHzplane. To describe this behavior one needs the expressions
T\ 0.28 { 0.05 MHz 0.37 MHzfor the effective (i.e., first-order) A and Q splittings for an
J 0.82 MHzarbitrary orientation x of the magnetic field B0 in the ⊥
Dx 20 { 207 277

plane:
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Determination of tensor principal values. From a book- Subsequently, one can perform a nonlinear least-squares op-
timization (e.g., a simplex fit) starting from the best gridkeeping argument we learn that, given the six constraint

parameters (Q\ , Qq , A\ , a , R , and Dx) , the number of free value relaxing all parameters ( including positional con-
straints) . This procedure can be repeated several times.fitting parameters will be reduced to 4. The next step on the

way to the final fit of the experimental ESEEM spectra is When we consider the accuracy of the determined constraint
parameters we must realize that the values extracted fromnow to translate the ‘‘constraint parameters’’ into principal

values of hyperfine and quadrupole tensors as a function of the \ positions (Qq , Q\ , and A\) are better determined than
those at the ⊥ positions (A⊥(av) and especially R) . The Athe Euler angles. From Q\ and Qq , a set of principal parame-

ters K , h can be calculated for any combination of Euler table which strongly depends on the latter parameters is
therefore less reliable as a search grid than the Q table. Toangles (a, b) using Eq. [10]:
reduce the number of cycles optimizing the A parameters
we can, in this particular case, impose another constraint to

h 2SQ 2
\

Qq

0 B 2D 0 h(2BC) / 3
Q 2

\

Qq

0 C 2 Å 0 the fit variables. Since the local symmetry around the 14N
nuclei is determined by the quinoline ligand plane, it is

B Å 0cos 2a sin2b; C Å 3 sin2b 0 2 assumed that the A and Q tensors share a principal axis
orientation (z by definition) ⊥ to the ligand plane. This

Qq Å K 2(3 / h 2) r K Å H Qq

3 / h 2J 1/2 . [14] means that b Å u and g Å c (Å0). The search is now
driven only by one table, preferably the Q table. For every
(a, b, K , h) combination, the f value from the A table is

Since we are dealing with a quadratic equation in h, there selected which is connected to a c0 value satisfying the
will be up to two solutions for each combination of (a, b) . relation \c0 0 g0\ Å Dx. The parameter mapping procedure
Imposing a given order of the principal values (e.g., ÉQ1É is now summarized as
õ ÉQ2É õ ÉQ3É) a unique solution can be selected. Thus,
for each Q\ and Qq , and a given principal order, a table of Q[Qq , Q\](a, b) r (K , h, g0)
K and h can be generated over a grid of (a, b) combinations.

A[A\ , R , a , u Å b](f) r (T1 , T2 , c0) . [17]The third angle g characterizing the orientation of the quad-
rupole tensor is irrelevant in an axial EPR system, and will
be set to zero. For future use, the table will be extended with The constraint parameters derived from the experimental
the calculated values of g0 using Eq. [13]. The quadrupole spectra using the second-order analyses as described above
interaction is now completely defined in this ‘‘Q table.’’ are presented in Table 2. Obviously, there are nine possibili-

For the analogous generation of an ‘‘A table’’ we turn to ties of aligning two tensors along one axis. These were all
Eqs. [9] and [11]. Given the T\ and R a series of T1 , T2 investigated, leading to the following order of the principal
values can be calculated over a grid of (f,u) values. In this values: ÉQxÉ ú ÉQzÉ ú ÉQyÉ and ÉAzÉ ú ÉQxÉ ú ÉQyÉ in
case the two equations were solved for every (f, u) using combination with coinciding Az and Qz axes. In the Appen-
computer code produced by the symbolic algebra program dix, the A and Q tables corresponding to these constraints are
MAPLE (see Appendix) . In the same procedure, the re- listed. The grid search on the Q table assuming coinciding Qz

maining parameter c is calculated from c0 (Eq. [13]) , g0 and Az axes led to the following best-fit angles: (a, b, f, u,
(Q table) , and the estimated value of Dx (207) : c) Å (507, 307, 257, 307, 0) . Inspection of the A and Q table

(see Appendix) leads to a Dx value of 227. The complete
c Å c0 0 g0 { Dx. [15] parameter set was used as a starting point for a simplex

optimization. In Table 3, the interaction parameters for
The A table is thus linked to the Q table only through parame- which conversion was obtained are listed. Relaxing the con-
ter g0 . In the Appendix examples of the Q and A tables are straint of coinciding z axes of the A and Q tensor, i.e., releas-
listed. ing the u, g, and c, did not lead to an improvement of the fit.

In summary, one can formulate this procedure as a kind Therefore, one may conclude that the additional constraint of
of parameter mapping: coinciding axes produced a reliable ‘‘minimal number of

parameters’’ fit.
Q[Qq , Q\](a, b) r (K , h, g0)

DISCUSSIONA[A\ , R , a](f, u) r (T1 , T2 , c0)

A[g0 , c0 , Dx] r c. [16] The grid search on both A and Q tables can now be used
to probe the ‘‘maximum likelihood’’ parameter space of the
fit values. In Fig. 6 the relevant 2D slices through the best-fitIt is now feasible to perform a grid search over (a, b, f,

u) using a coarse grid of say 10–20 values for each angle. point (a, b, f, u) in the 4D parameter space are presented. It
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TABLE 3
14N Best-Fit Parameters (MHz)

Tensor 1 2 3 iso (Euler angles in 7)

f u f
HFI 06.12 05.67 06.75 06.18 21 33 0

a b g
NQI 01.17 /0.51 /0.66 72 33 0

K Å 0.58 MHz, h Å 0.13

VO polar angle (X ray): 63 22

is striking that an extended range of (a, b) values comes rather plane: i.e., the X axis bisecting the C12–N2–C11 pattern as
shown in Fig. 1; the Y axis perpendicular to that in the ligandclose to the best-fit RMS value. This can be explained by the

near axiality of the obtained Q tensor (h Å 0.13). This means plane and the Z axis perpendicular to the ligand plane. In this
picture, one can regard the Euler angles a and b as the polarthat best-fit angles for the quadrupole tensor are not necessarily

unique. In Table 2, the constraint parameters as derived from angles of the V Å O bond (i.e., the z axis in the laboratory
frame) in the principal axis frame of the Q tensor. The coordi-the second-order analysis of the peak positions in the ESEEM

spectra are compared to the recalculated values based on the nation angles as determined from the X-ray structure are pre-
sented in Table 3 together with the experimental Euler angles.best-fit values. Since the simulated peak positions match the

experimental ones extremely well, one must conclude that the Note that the X-ray data are well within the parameter space
as defined by the error profile in Fig. 6a.deviations in the constraint parameters are mainly due to the

limitations of the second-order perturbation theory under the Reviewing the obtained hyperfine and quadrupole tensors
allows the following conclusions: The isotropic hyperfineinteractions of our spin system. Most deviations are, however,

within the experimental error margins (estimated from the vari- coupling a Å 6 MHz matches the typical values (6–7 MHz)
found for equatorially coordinated pyridine and imidazoleations in the parameters over the different multifrequency spec-

tra). It is interesting to note that the \ C-band spectra provided rings (aza aromatic ligands) . The principle components
(0.06; 0.51; 00.57) MHz of the anisotropic part are muchthe most accurate estimations of the Q\ splitting. This is because

the single-quantum transitions were most prominent in these smaller than the isotropic part. The hyperfine tensor is char-
acterized by a significant deviation from axiality. This resultspectra (as compared to the X-band ones) and were not subject

to overlap with other resonances. correlates with data obtained from other nitrogen-coordi-
nated oxovanadium complexes: VO2/-porphyrines (a Å 7.2The Euler angles a and b of the quadrupole tensor can be

related to the geometrical structure of the complex if one can MHz and (0, 0.5, 00.5) MHz) (7) and VO2/-histidine in
D-xylose isomerase (a Å 5.65 MHz and (0.0, 0.4, 00.4)assume that the principal directions are fixed on the ligand

FIG. 6. (a) Fitting profiles over the a and b Euler angles of the NQI fixing the HFI at the best-fit value (Table 3). (b) Fitting profiles over the f
and u Euler angles of the HFI fixing the NQI at the best-fit value (Table 3). The contour lines represent the inverse RMS value.
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MHz) (16) . This kind of hyperfine tensor results from indi- eters for the ESEEM of VO(meox)2 . The resulting angular
profiles (Figs. 6a and 6b) give a good indication of the totalrect spin transfer from the VO2/-dxy orbital to the nitrogen

2s and 2p orbitals in combination with the ‘‘through space’’ parameter space consistent with the experimental spectra.
The limitations of the second-order analysis lead to a spreaddipolar coupling between the unpaired electron and the nitro-

gen nucleus (7) . in the estimated constraint parameters over the multifre-
quency ESEEM spectra. In most cases, the error marginsThe obtained nitrogen quadrupole coupling constant K Å

0.58 MHz follows the same tendency as other pyridine-like estimated from these variations enclose the best-fit parame-
ters resulting from a simplex optimization starting from thecomplexes with VO2/ (assuming that quinoline has a K

value similar to that of pyridine) . It was found that the K optimum grid search values.
The correspondence between the NQI Euler angles andvalue for metal-coordinated pyridine is always lower than

that of the uncoordinated base (K Å 0.65–0.8 MHz in Zn2/ the geometry of the complex based on the X-ray structure
indicates that for VO(meox)2 , the NQI tensor of the coordi-and Cd2/ complexes versus 1.15 MHz for free pyridine)

(1, 34) . For imidazole a similar trend is observed (34) . The nating nitrogen of the quinoline ligand follows the local
symmetry and is fixed on the ligand plane.axis of the largest principal value (x) is directed toward

the metal along the vanadium–nitrogen bond. The middle Obviously, the second-order approach will not be valid for
all 14N spin systems, but it is to be expected that strategiesprincipal value (z) is oriented along the normal to the ligand

plane. This is in contrast to the hyperfine tensor of which based on positional constraints can be developed for a wider
range of NQI and HFI interactions. The simulation strategythe maximum principal value is oriented along the normal

to the ligand plane. In the ligand plane the two tensors are discussed in this article is applicable with minor modifications
to the analysis of orientationally selected X-band ESEEM spec-507 off with respect to each other. It seems that the hyperfine
tra of any number of nitrogens with hyperfine couplings ¢4–components in the xy plane follow more or less the nitrogen
5 MHz. The data obtained from such analysis will form acarbon bonds of the quinoline ligand.
reliable basis for the establishment of a detailed geometry of
nitrogen ligation. Therefore, one can envisage further develop-CONCLUSIONS
ment of this approach in the study of active sites in metallopro-

We have demonstrated that using orientation-selective teins and inorganic model complexes. We anticipate future
multifrequency 1D and 2D ESEEM combined with perturba- applications of this method to VO2/ as spin probe in proteins
tion analysis, it is possible to devise a systematic strategy as well as other metal centers including hemes, the mixed-

valent diiron centers, and iron–sulfur centers.using a 4D grid search for finding the best simulation param-

APPENDIX

Generating Q and A Tables

The parameter mappings of Eq. [16] lead to the Q and A tables: The program for generating the Q tables takes as input
the constraint parameters Qq and Q\ and produces for every combination of a and b the set of corresponding K and h
values by solving Eq. [14]. The final output for the ESEEM simulation program is given below:
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The program for generating the A tables takes as input the constraint parameters A\ , R , and a and produces for every
combination of f and u the set of corresponding T1 , T2 , and T3 values by solving the equation

R 2(TT )2 0 1
4T

2
\ (RR)2 Å 0, [18]

where

TT Å {[3(1 / s) / (1 0 s)cos 2f]sin2u 0 2(1 / s)}1/2

RR Å {[03(1 / s)sin2u / (1 0 s)cos 2f(1 / cos2u)]2 / 4(1 0 s)2sin22f cos2u}1/2

s Å T2 /T1 with 0 õ s õ 1. [19]
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Equation [18] is solved for s using computer code generated by MAPLE. This code is available from the authors (E.J.R.)
upon request. Below the A table for the ESEEM simulation program is listed:
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